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Abstract: One of the parts person’s identification systems is features extraction. 

This process is very important because effectiveness of system depend of it. 

Wavelet Transform successful can be use in systems of persons’ identification and 

pattern recognition.  
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1 Introduction 

A problem of person’s identification is one of the main questions of many 

research centres at present. Interest of this discipline is a result of potential 

possibilities of practical application of new possibilities in person’s identification 

in the systems demanding authorizations of person’s access entitled to use 

potential resources. 

 

One of the parts person’s identification systems is features extraction. This process 

is very important because effectiveness of system depend of it. There are many 

difference way features extraction eigenface, Fourier Transform etc. This paper 

proposes in order to do this use Wavelet Transform (WT).  

 

The features extraction has to get out information from a signal (image), which 

will be base for person identification. The separation of useful information from 

nose is very important, because this data will be use to identification and should  

describing clearly the face. 

 



2 Wavelet Transform of Images 

2.1 One-level Wavelet Transform 

One major advantage afforded by wavelets is the ability to perform local analysis -

- that is, to analyse a localized area of a larger signal. In wavelet analysis, we often 

speak about approximations and details. The approximations are the high-scale, 

low-frequency components of the signal. The details are the low-scale, high-

frequency components [1]. 

Using 2D WT (Fig. 1.), the face image is decomposed into four subimages via the 

high-pass and low-pass filtering. The image is decomposed along column 

direction into subimages to high-pass frequency band H and low-pass frequency 

band L. Assuming that the input image is a matrix of m x n pixels, the resulting 

subimages become m/2 x n matrices. At second step the images H and L are 

decomposed along row vector direction and respectively produce the high and low 

frequency band HH and HL for H, and LH and LL for L. The four output images 

become the matrices of m/2 x n/2 pixels. Low frequency subimage LL (A1) 

possesses high energy, and is a smallest copy of original images (A0.). The 

remaining subimages LH, HL, and HH respectively extract the changing 

components in horizontal (D11), vertical (D12), and diagonal (D13) direction [2]. 

 

Fig.1 Scheme of one-level two-dimensional Wavelet Transform 



The effect of use 2D WT on real image of face shown on Fig.2. The size of output 

images is the same as the input image. It is result of down sampling that is 

rejection of every second row and column. This operation don’t increase amount 

of data and simultaneously don’t cause loss of information.  

2.2 Multi-level Wavelet Transform 

The process of decomposition of image can be repeated by recurrence.  The result 

of this is more detailed data about process information. After first level wavelet 

decomposition, the output images become input images of second level 

decomposition (Fig. 3) [3]. The results of two-level 2D WT are shown on Fig. 4. 

Similarly can be made the multi-level WT. The tree of two-level 

decomposition is shown on Fig. 3. 

 

Fig. 2 Result of one-level two-dimensional Wavelet Transform 

 



 

 

Fig. 3 The wavelet decomposition tree 

 

Fig. 4 Example of level 2 of the wavelet decomposition of image 



2.3 Choice of Wavelet Function 

The very important aspect of features extraction with WT is suitable choice of 

wavelet function [4,5,6]. The choice should adapt shape of wavelet to individual 

case and take into consideration the properties of the signal or image. The bad 

choice of wavelet will cause problems of analysis and identification processed 

signal [7,8].  

In order to point the best wavelet function was used FaMar system of person’s 

identification. This method is combination two mathematical tools, Wavelet 

Transform (WT) and Hidden Markov Model (HMM). Here, WT is used for 

features extraction, and HMM for identification [9]. The results of experiment are 

presented in Table 1. Experiment was carried out on the basis of the BioID face 

database in which there are 24 subjects. The best result achieve for function Db1 

from among accessible function of Wavelet Toolbox of set MatLab. 

Analyse the result of Wavelet Transform  (Fig. 6-9) we can see differences in 

contrast of fixed of boundary of face’s elements. It is consequence of use different 

wavelet function (Fig. 5). Some of them (Db1) are better to features extraction 

because more clearly appoint contour of eyes and eyebrow. 
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Fig.5 The shape of wavelet functions 

 



Table 1. The result of experiment  

Name of wavelet Error rate [%] 

Db1 10 

Db2 30 

Db3 35 

Sym2 20 

Coif1 40 

Bior1.3 25 

 

 

Fig. 6 Result of WT - Db1 

 

 

Fig. 7 Result of WT - Db3 

 



 

Fig. 8 Result of WT - Coif1 

 

 

Fig. 9 Result of WT - Sym2 

3 Conclusion 

The choice of wavelet function is very important thing in features extraction. The 

effectiveness of recognition system depends on this selection. It guarantees a good 

recognition rate. 

Wavelet Transform successful can be use in systems of person’s identification, 

pattern recognition and speech recognition also.  

Unquestionable advantage of WT is possibility of suite wavelet function to 

processed signal. 
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